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The Universal Verma Module and the b.Function 

Masaki Kashiwara 

§ O. Introduction 

In this paper, we study the universal Verma module and apply this 
to the determination of the b-functions of the invariants on the flag mani
fold. 

Let g be a semi-simple Lie algebra over C, 0 a Borel sub algebra of g, 
n the nilpotent radical oro and fj a Cartan 'subalgebra ino. Let V be a 
finite-dimensional irreducible representation of g and let v be a lowest 
weight vector of V. Then there existsf e U(fj) and a commutative diagram 

U(g) 0C ) U(g) 0 V 

(0.1) 
U(n) ~ g lu(n> 

U(g)0C 
U(n) 

where g is given by the n-linear morphism from V to C sending u to l. 
Note that Endu(s) (U(g) 0U(n) C)~ U(fj). 

The first problem is to determine the minimalfwith such a property. 
In order to state the answer to this problem, we shall introduce further 
notations. Let j be the root system for (g, fj). For a e j, let ha be the 
coroot of a. Let j+ be the set of positive roots given by 0 and p the 
half-sum of positive roots. Let - p. be the lowest weight of V. 

Theorem. There exists a commutative diagram (0.1), with 

where (x, n) =x(x+ I) ..• (x+n-I). Conversely for any commutative 
diagram (0. I),f is a multiple of ITae4+(ha+ha(p)+ I, ha(p.)). 

By using this theorem, we can calculate the b-functions on the flag 
manifold. Let G be a simply connected algebraic group with Lie algebra 
g, and let Band N be the subgroup of G with Lie algebras 0 and n, respec
tively, and let B_ be the opposite Borel subgroup. 
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Then the semi-group of B_ X B-semi-invariants f on G, i.e. regular 
functionsfon G which satisfiesf(b'gb)=X'(b')X(b)f(g) for b' e B_, g e G, 
be B with characters X' and X of B_ and B, is parametrized by the set P + 

of dominant integral weights. More precisely, for A e PH let Vl be a 
finite-dimensional irreducible representation of G with highest weight A, 
VA a highest weight vector of V1 and V_A a lowest weight vector of the dual 
Vi' of VA' We normalize them suchthat (VA' V_A) =1. Then, the regular 
function fA given by 

is a semi-invariant, and any semi-invariant is a constant multiple of some 
p. We have 

p+l'(g) =P(g)F(g). 

Theorem. For any dominant integral weight fl' we can find a differ
ential operator P p on G such that 

for any A. 

Here 

Notations 

Z+ : the set of non-negative integers. 
Z+ + : the set of positive integers. 
g : a semi-simple Lie algebra over C. 
o : a Borel subalgebra of g. 
n : [0, 0] 
lj : a Cartan sub algebra of o. 
0_ : the opposite Borel sub algebra of 0 such that 0_ no =lj. 
n_ : [0-, 0_] 
L1 : the root system of (g, lj). 
L1+ : the set of positive roots given by 0 
ha : the coroot of a e L1 
Sa : the reflection At-';A-ha(A)a. 
W : the Weyl group of (L1, lj*) 
Q+(L1): L:aEHZ+a 
Q(L1) : L:aE4 Za 
P+ : {A e h*; ha(A) e Z+ for any a e L1+}. 
p : (L:aE4+a)/2 
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S(J+) : the set of simple roots of J+. 
U( *) the universal enveloping algebra 
U/g) : Uo(g) = C, Uh) = Uj -l(g)g +Uj -leg) 
R : S(tj) = U(lj) 
c : the canonical homomorphism lj-*R 
UR (*) : R®c U(*) 
Re+p : for f1 E lj*, the UR(o)-module UR(O)j(UR(o)n+ :6hE~ URCO) (h-

c(h)- f1(h))) 
1 e + p : the canonical generator of Re + ~ 
Cl : for;/. E lj*, the U(6)-module U(6)j(U(6)n+ :6hE~ U(o)(h-;/'(h))) 
,q['(g) : the center of U(g) 
Xl : the central character ,q['(g)-*C of U(g)®um Cl _P ; Xl =Xw • for WE 

W 
V. : for ;/. E P +, a finite dimensional irreducible representation of g 

with highest weight ;/. 
v. : a highest weight vector of V. 
V_l : a lowest weight vector of Vj 
(x, m) : x(x+I) ... (x+m-I) 
G, B, N, B_, N_, T: the group with g, 0, n, 0_, n_ and lj as their Lie alge

bras. 

§!1. The universal Verma module 

For a ring R and a Lie algebra a over C, we write U R(a) for R ®c U(a) 
= U(R®ca). Hereafter we take S(tj)= U(tj) for R, where lj is a Cartan 
subalgebra of a semi-simple Lie algebra g. Let c be the canonical injection 
from lj into R. We define Re by Re= UR(6)jUR(6)n+ :6hE~ UR(6)(h-c(h)). 
Then Re is isomorphic to R as R-module. We write Ie for the canonical 
generator of Re. 

Definition 1.1. We call UR(g)®URCO)R e the universal Verma module. 
As a g-module, UR(g)®URCO)Re is isomorphic to U(g)®Ucn)C. For 

;/. E lj*, let Cl be the U(o)-module given by U(6)j(U(0)n+ :6hE~ U(o)(h
;/'(h))). We regard C. also as an R-module by R~U(o). Then C'®R 
(UR(g)®URCO)RJ is nothing but the Verma module with highest weight ;/.. 
Note that the universal Verma module is, as an R-module, isomorphic to 
R®c U(n_), and in particular it is a free R-module. 

For f1 E lj*, we write R e+p for the UR(6)-module Cp®cRe. 
The following lemma is almost obvious. 

Now, we choose a non-degenerate W-invariant symmetric bilinear 
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form ( , ) on g*. 

Lemma 1.3. For p E g*, let h be the function on g* given by 

hW=O+P+01+p+~-O+01+~ 

=2(p, l+p)+(p, p). 

and regard this as an element of R. 
Then we have 

for any j. 

Proof The Laplacian L1 E .:;r(g) acts on U R(g) 0 UR (b) Rc by the 
multiplication of (l+p, l+p) and on UR(g)0 uR (b)Rc+1' by (l+p+p, 1+ 
p+p). Hence (l+p+p, l+p+p)-(l+p, l+p) annihilates Exti. 

Q.E.D. 

Now, let F be a finite-dimensional v-module generated by a weight 
vector u of a weight 10 E 9*. Hence g acts semisimply on F. We shall 
choose a decreasing finite filtration {Fj} of F by v-modules such that 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

PjP+! has a unique weight 1j. 

for j*j'. 

Therefore, we have F!=nF and PjF1=.Clo ' Hence there exists an iso
morphism 

Now, we shall construct a commutative diagram 

withft E R, by the induction onj. 
Assuming that (I.4)j has been already constructed U;;;;'I), we shall 

construct (1.4)j+!. We have an exact sequence 

o-*UR(g) ® (R c0PjP+!)-*UR(g) ® (R c0PjP+!)-* 
~m ~m 
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~UR(g) ® (Rc@FOjFJ)~O. 
UR(b) 

This gives an exact sequence 

HomUR(g) (UR(g) ® Rc+'o' UR(g) ® (Rc@PjFi+ I)) 
UR(b) UR(b) 

~HomuR(g) (UR(g) ® Rc+,o' UR(g) ® (Rc@FOjFi)) 
UR(b) UR(b) 

~Extb-R(9)(UR(g) ® Rc+,o' UR(g) ® (Rc@FijFi+ I)). 
UR(b) UR(b) 

On the other hand, FJjFJ+1 is a direct sum of copies of Rc+,j' Therefore, 
by Lemma 1.3, we have 

wheregJ E Risgiven by g/A)=(A+AJ+p,A+AJ+p)-O+Ao+p,A+Ao+p). 
Hence gJo(CPJ)=O, which shows that gjcPj lifts to 'I[t: UR(g)@UR(b)Rc+lo-+ 

UR(g)@UR(b)(Rc@FOjFi+I). 
If'l[t is divisible by gJ' then cPj itself lifts and we obtain (1.4)j+1 with 

h+l=h' 
Assume that 'I[t is not divisible by gj. For A E fj*, let us denote by 

'I[t(A) the specialization of 'I[t, i.e. Cl @R 'I[t. Then, for a generic point A of 
gjl(O), 'l[tO)=I=O. Hence we obtain a diagram 

Since g;(A) =0, we obtain a nonzero homomorphism h: U(g)@U(b) CHAO-+ 
U(g)@U(6) (CA@FJjFi+ I). Since U(g)@U(b) (C,@FJjFJ+I) is a direct sum 
of copies of U(g)@U(6) C HA" the central character of U(g)@U(b) CHAO and 
that of U(g)@U(6) CHAj must coincide. Hence there exists WE W such 
that WO+Ao+p)=A+Aj+P. This shows that WO+Ao+p)=A+Aj+p 
holds for any A Egjl(O). Since Aj=l=Ao, w=I=1. Since W fixes the hyper
plane 0, Aj-Ao)=O, W must be the reflection Sa for some IX E j+. Hence 
we obtain 
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This implies that Aj=Ao+ka for some k eC. Since Aj-AO e Q+(L1)\{O}, k 
is a strictly positive integer. Moreover haO+Ao+p)+k=O holds on 
g;-t(O). Hence gj is a constant multiple of hiA+Ao+p)+k. 

Summing up, we obtain 

Lemma 1.4. (i) If Aj is not of the form Ao+ka with a e L1+> k e Z++> 
then cpj lifts to CPj+l: UR(g)®UR(b)Rc+Ao---+UR(g)®UR(b)(Rc®FOjFj+l) 
(ii) If Aj =Ao+ka for some a e .1+ and k e Z+ +> then (c(ha)+haOo+ p) 
+k)cpj lifts to CPj+l. 

Repeating this procedure we obtain 

Theorem 1.5. There exists a commutative diagram 

Heref=IT(a.~)ES(F)(ha+haOo+p)+k) andC§5(F) is the set of pairs (a,k) 
of positive root a and a positive integer k such that Ao+ka is a weight of F. 

Example 1.6. We set Fk = U(6)j(U(6)fj+ U(6)nk). Let K be the 
quotient field of R. Then for any k, there exists a unique 

such that the following diagram commutes 

Hence, taking the projective limit, we obtain 

When g=sI2, we shall calculate rp. Let us take the generator X+> X_, 
h such that [h, X±1=±2X±, [X+> X_1=h. Set A=c(h). We can write 
P=rp(1) in the following form 

~ 

P= L: a j X!®Xj(1c® 1) 
j=O 
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with ao = 1. Then 

X+P= L: ajX+X!.@X/(lc@ 1) 

= L: ajX!.@Xj+J(1.@ 1)+ L:jajX!.-l(h-j+ l)@Xj(1c@ 1) 

= L: a j X!.@Xj+1(l c@ 1)+ L:j(A+j+ l)a jX.:!-l@Xj(1c@l). 

Here we have used the relation [X H X.!] = jX .! -l(h - j + 1). 
Hence we obtain the recursion formula 

for j:2: 1. 

Solving this, we obtain 

(1.7) 

73 

Let V; be a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of g with a 
lowest weight - p and v_ p a lowest weight vector. As well-known, - p 
+ka is a weight of V; if and only if O-::;"k<haCp). Hence Theorem 1.5 
implies the following Theorem. 

Theorem 1.7. There exists a homomorphism 

such that go ({!o= IT.EA+ (h. + h.(p) + 1, h.(p)), where g: UR(g)@UR(b)(Rc+p 

@V;)-+UR(g)@UR(b)Rc is given by g(l@l c+p @v_ p)=l@l c. 
Now, we shall show the converse. 

Proposition 1.8. For any homomorphism 

set f=g 0 ({! E R. Then f is a multiple of IT aEA+ (ha+haCp)+ 1, ha(p)). 

Proof Note that h.+h.(p)+k=c(h.,+h"(p)+k') with a,a' E J+,k, 
k', c E C implies, a=a', k=k'. Hence we can construct another {{! such 
that go {{! is the greatest common divisor off and IT (h. +ha(p) + 1, ha(p)). 
Therefore, we may assume from the beginning that f is a divisor of 
IT (ha + p(ha ) + 1, ha(P))· 

Set M= UR(g)Q9UR(b)(Rc+p @ V;)~ U(g)Q9U(n) V; and let M j be the 
image of Ulg) @ V; in M. Then we can easily show 
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gr M=!3JMj /Mj _ I =(S(g)/S(g)n)0 V: 
c 

as an n-module. 
Now, v=<p(l) is a non-zero element of M which is n-invariant. Let 

j be the smallest integer such that v E M j and let fj be the image of v in 
Mj/Mj-l. Then fj is also n-invariant. By the Killing form we identify 9 
and g*. Then S(g)/S(g)n is isomorphic to C[6], the polynomial ring oro. 
Hence we can regard fj as a V:-valued function on 6, and we denote it 7J!. 
By the assumption, v has the form 

Hence j~ degj and we have either 

(1.8) j>degj and 7J!lfj=O 

or 

(1.9) j=degj and 7J!(h)=J(h)v_1' for hEfj. 

Here! is the homogeneous part off Since Nfj is an open dense subset 
of 6, 7J!lfj=O implies 7J! =0. Hence the first case (1.8) does not occur and 
we have (1.9). 

Let S(J+) be the set of simple roots. For a E J, let Xa be a root 
vector with root a. We normalize as [xa, x_a]=ha. We set 

We take the element ho E fj such that ho(a)=2 for a E S(J+). Then ho= 
'L,aEJ+ha. Now, we can show easily [ho, x±]=±2x±, [x+, x_]=ho and 
hence (ho, X+, x_)c forms a Lie algebra isomorphic to s/2' We have 

Therefore, we obtain 

7J!(aho- 2x +) = 7J!(aea -'x+ho) =ea -'x+7J!(aho) 

=!(aho)ea -'x+v _1' 

(a-I? - k 
= 'L, --j(aho)x+v_1" 

k~O k! 

The representation theory of s/2 implies that x~v_I':;i=O for (O<k<ho(p)) 
and x~v_I'=O for k>ho(p). Since 7J!(aho-2x+) is a polynomial in a, 
!(aho)a- hO (I') is also a polynomial in a. Moreover !(ho):;i=O because! is a 
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factor of IT h~a(p). This shows that 

Hence j is IT (ha+h.(p)+ 1, ha(f-l» up to constant multiple. Q.E.D. 

For a g-module V and a Ii-module F, we have a canonical isomor
phism 

(LlO) U(g) ® (F® V)--* V ® (U(g) ® F) 
U(b) C U(b) 

by 1®(f®v)>-*v®(I®f)forvE V,fEF. 
Similarly, we have 

Therefore, we have 

(Ll2) 

We choose a lowest weight vector v _ p of V; and a highest weight vector 
vp of Vp, normalized by (vp, v_ p)=1. We define g: UR(g)®UR(b)(Re+pQ9 
V;)-+UR(g)®UR(b)Re and h: UR(g)®UR(b)Re+p-+UR(g)®UR(b)(Re® Vp) by 
gel ® le+p®v_ p)= 1 ® Ie and h(l ® l e+p)= 1®le ® vp 

Theorem 1.9. Assume that 

and 

correspond by the isomorphism (1.12). Set j=g 0 cp E Rand f' ='0/' 0 hER. 
Then, we have 

(1.13) 
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Proof For A E 9*, we shall denote by <peA), teA), h(A) and g(A) their 
specializations at A. Identifying V; Q9 (U(g) Q9U(o) CHI') with U(g) Q9U(O) 
(CHI' Q9 V;), etc., we have commutative diagrams 

and 

Letting A be a dominant integral weight and employing the homomorphism 
U(g) Q9U(6) CA~ VA, etc. we obtain 

(1.14) 

and 

(1.15) 

~-4V;®VA+1' 
f~lg 

VA 

VA +1' 

1ft ~'(A) 
Vp®VA~Vt+p 

f 

Here g and Ii are characterized by g(v_pQ9VA+p)=vA and Ii(VA+p)=Vp Q9 VA' 
Moreover, ip and if are related by 

(cQ9idVA+p)(wQ9ip(v))=iF(wQ9v) for v E VA and W E VI" 

where c is the contraction VpQ9 V:~C. 
Now, VI' Q9 VA contains Vl+ p with multiplicity 1. Let us denote by p 

the projector form VpQ9 VA onto Ii(VA+p), and regard this as an endomor
phism of VpQ9 VA' Then by (1.15), we have 

Ii 0 if =f'(A)p. 

On the other hand, we have a commutative diagram 
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V:0Vp0 V. 

l®V~ lVN9t~().)v:®P 
V.~V:0Vl+p~ V:0Vp0V. 

f~lg/,®v. 
V. 

where l: c-+ V: 0 Vp is the canonical injection. Therefore we have 

J(i..) idv• =J'(i..)(c 0 V.) 0 (V: 0p) 0 (l0 VJ. 

Taking the trace, we have 

(1.16) J(i..) dim V.=J'(i..) trv. (c0 V.) 0 (V:0p) 0 (&0 V.). 

77 

In order to calculate the right-hand side, we shall take bases {Wj} of VI' 
{Uk} of Vp and their dual bases {wi} and {un Then 

(c0 V.) 0 (V: 0p) 0 (l0 V.)(Wj) 

= L: (c0 VI) 0 (V:0p)(ur0uk 0wj) 
Ie 

= L: (c0 V.)(ur0p(uk 0wj». 
Ie 

Hence we obtain 

trvl (c0 VJ 0 (V: 0p) 0 (l0 V.) 

= L: (wj, (c0 VI)(ur0p(uk 0wj») 
j,k 

= L: (ur 0 wj, p(uk 0 Wj» 
j,lc 

=trvp@v.p=dim Vl+P" 

By (1.16), we obtain 

J(i..) dim V. = f'(i..) dim Vl+P" 

Then the assertion follows from Weyl's dimension formula 

dim V.= n ha(i..+p). 
aEA+ hip) 

Q.E.D. 

Corollary 1.10. For a dominant integral weight 1'-, there exists a 
commutative diagram 
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Remark 1.11. This corollary is also obtained either by a similar 
argument as the proof of Theorem 1.5 or directly from Theorem 1.7 by 
the following argument. First note that for any UR(O)-module F, we have 

On the other hand, for a finite dimensional v-module V 

R HomUR(b) (Rc@ V, UR(v»=R_ c_zp @ V* [-dim v] 

where R_ c_zp is the UR(v)-module R with weight -c-2p. Hence the 
commutative diagram 

withf'= ITa (ha+ha(p) + 1, ha(P,» gives 

UR(g) Q9 R_C_ZP~UR(g) Q9 (R_c_l'_zp@Vp) 
UR(b) UR(b) 

A i 
UR(g) Q9 R- c- zp • 

Ull(6) 

Now, the isomorphism hI---'> -h-h(2p+ p,) gives Corollary 1.10. 

§ 2. The h-functions of B _ X B-semi-invariants 

For a dominant integral weight .:I., let V1 be an irreducible representa
tion of g with highest weight.:l.. Let V1 be a highest weight vector of V1 

and v -1 the lowest weight vector of Vf, normalized by (V1' v -1) = 1. 
Let P be the regular function on G defined by 

(2.1) 

Thenp is B_ XB-semi-invariant such that 

(2.2) P(b'gb) = X-; (b')Xi (b)P(g) for g E G, b' E B_ and b E B, 
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where Xi is the character of Band B_ such that 

for he ij. 

Moreover we have 

(2.3) f'(e) = 1. 

Note that any B_ X B-semi-invariant with character Xi' ® XA is a con
stant multiple off' and any B_ XB-semi-invariant has a character Xi' ®XA 

for some A e P+ . This follows from the well-known formula 

l!J(G)= E9 V;® VA· 
2ep+ 

In particular, we have 

(2.4) f2+2'(g) = f'(g)P'(g). 

Theorem 2.1. For any dominant integral weight p, there exists a dif
ferential operator PI' such that 

(2.5) for any A. 

Proof Let us denote by ~ the sheaf of differential operators on G. 
Then the right-action of G on itself gives a homomorphism R: U(g)---+ 
!!)(G). In particular, R(U(g» is the set of left invariant differential oper
ators on G. 

By Corollary 1.10, there exists an n-invariant element P of V: ® 
(UR(g)®Ull(~)Rc+p) with weight c, whosecoefficientofv_ p is ITaeJ+(c(ha) 
+ha(p), ha(P». Hence P is written in the following form 

where 

(2.6) 

and 

(2.7) 

We shall define the differential operator PI' on G by 

(2.8) (Ppu) (g) = L: (vp" gvj) (R(Pj)u) (g). 
j 
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Lemma 2.2. For any yEn, we have 

[R(y), Pp] E E&(G)R(n). 

Proof We have [R(y), (vp, gv,)]=(vp, gyv j ). Hence we have 

in 

+ :Z=(g-lvp, vj)(R([y, PjDu)(g). 
j 

Since :z= Vj ® P/?91c+p is n-invariant, we have 

:z=yvj®Pj ® lc+p+ :Z=vj®[y, P j]® lc+p=O 
j j 

V:® UR(g) ® R c + p = V:®(U(g)jU(g)n). 
UR(&) 

Therefore we can write, as the identity in V: ®c U(g), 

:Z=YVj ®Pj+:Z= Vj ®[y, P j]= :Z=w k ®Sk 
j 

with W k E V: and Sk E U(g)n. This shows 

Since R(Sk) E E&(G)R(n), we have the desired result. 

By this lemma, we have for YEn 

Q.E.D. 

becausep+ P is right invariant by N. Therefore PpP+P is also right N
invariant. Since B_ N is an open dense subset of G, it is sufficient to show 
(2.5) on B_. Now for g E B_, we have 

(PJl+p) (g) =:z= (vp, gv,) (R(Pj)P+p) (g). 
j 

Note that all Pj belongs to U(6_) and Pj E U(o_)n_ for j=l=O. Since 
p+p(n_h)=fl+p(hn_)=h' +p for hE T and n_ E N_, P+pIB_ is right N_
invariant. This shows R(Pj)P+pIB_ =0 for j=l=O. It is easy to see for 
g E B_ 

R(Po)fA+p(g) = n (ha().+p)+ha(p-p), haCp))fl+P 
a 
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and (v"' gvo) = 1//". 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 

Remark 2.3. We can show biJ.) in Theorem 2.1 is the best possible 
one. This follows from the similar argument as Proposition 1.8, or we 
can use the result in [3]. In fact if Wo is the longest element of W, then 
TLwoBG is a good Lagrangian variety in the sense in [3], which is equivalent 
to saying that n is a prehomogeneous vector space over O. Hence we can 
show the degree of the local b-function is .L;aEJ+ h.CfJ)' 
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